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ABSTRACT
We present a study of the affective character of 1st to 8th year
Chilean school texts, to which we applied lexicon-based affect
analysis techniques to identify 6 basic emotions (anger,
sadness, fear, disgust, surprise and happiness). First, we
generated a corpus of 525 documents, 18176 paragraphs and
137516 words. Then, using the affective words frequency, we
built a classifier based on Emotion Word Density to detect
emotions in the texts. Our results show that the predominant
affective states are happiness (58%), sadness (16%) and fear
(12%). The 6 basic emotions are present in most literary forms
with uniform relative density except for songs, where anger is
absent. Classifier performance was validated by comparing its
results against the opinions of experts in the field, and its
results show an above-average conformity (accuracy = 63%),
above-average predictive capacity (precision = 69%) and
good classifier sensitivity (recall = 80% and f-measure =
93%).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Affect analysis is a branch of natural language processing
focused on the development and application of techniques that
estimate the emotive aspects of a text [1]. Several psychological
theories commonly used in affect analysis classify emotions into
between six and nine basic classes. For example, Ekman [2]
defines the six basic emotions as anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness
and surprise. In [3], Plutchik and Kellerman add guilt, interest
and shame to the basic emotion classes. These approaches
assume that all other emotions can be assigned to these basic
groups, on which other theories and classifications are based.
This study aims to detect emotions in school texts provided by
the Chilean Education Ministry for 2014 based on a lexical
resource.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: in the next
section, it reviews the relevant bibliography about lexicon-based
affect analysis techniques. The next two sections describe the
various techniques, tools and metrics used in this study.
Experiments and their results are described in sections 5 and 6,
while section 7 and 8 present the expert validation stage and a
discussion of the results.
2. BACKGROUND
Affect analysis is usually applied using an approach based on
machine learning, where automated or supervised learning
algorithms detect and classify texts into affective categories.
Another common approach uses lexical structures, specifically
lexicon containing sets of words categorized according to their
affective content [4], [5].
Affect analysis and sentiment analysis have been applied to
literary forms to gather information about the emotions that these
texts might provoke the reader. Most works that have applied the
lexicon-based strategy to this purpose have taken advantage of
the availability of English-language lexicons. For example,
Neviarouskaya in [6] applied the ATtitude Analysis Model to the
classification of fairy tales using the Izard’s theory of 9 emotions
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[7] to detect attitudes, and using polarity analysis to detect
judgments and appreciations. Later, Mohammad [8] proposed a
technique for visualizing emotion-related words based upon the
frequency of the emotions. This study does not focus on the
detection of emotions themselves, but rather the visualization of
the presence of emotionally-loaded words in certain children's
stories, specifically 192 fairy tales from the Brothers Grimm.
Similarly, Ptaszyinki et al. present a similar approach for the
Japanese language in [9], where a similarity metric was used to
expand a rather small group of emotionally-charged words
(containing 503 nouns) into an emotions dictionary (containing
15612 verbs), which was later used in the syntactic rules applied
to the Snow White story. The study´s results were not
encouraging mainly due to dictionary quality and syntactical
rules incoherence. In [10], Sugimoto and Masahide experimented
with an automatic reading system that was able to read aloud
texts and novels with emotional emphasis. Texts were classified
according to their emotion word distribution. At the same time, a
sentence's emotion was classified according to the emotions
associated to its nouns, adjectives and/or verbs. In [11],
Ptaszynski et al. propose a method for extracting emotion
information from narrative texts by analyzing anaphoric
expressions, from which the emotional state of each character in
the each stage of the narrative can be determined. Finally, [12]
compares studies about the use of lexicons for affect analysis in
tweets.
In this study, in contrast to previous studies, school texts in
Spanish are analyzed by applying the metric proposed by
Mohammad [8], using an affective lexicon also in Spanish.
3. METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 presents this study´s work methodology, from text
retrieval to the gathering of results and their evaluation.
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Figure 1. Study methodology
The methodology included four stages; the first stage was an
exploratory search of official 2013 Ministry of Education texts
published by Santillana Editions, next we extracted and classified
the school texts from 1st to 8th grades into poems, stories, novels,
songs, articles, news, interviews, and biographies. In the third
stage, texts were preprocessed using the API Lucene 4.9.1,
removing stopwords, whitespaces and special characters; this
stage ends with the application of the SnowBall stemming
algorithm. Next, an expert translated the lexical resource from
English to Spanish and then detected the affective words
frequency based on the emotion word density metric [8]; at the
same time, in the fourth stage, it applied a survey to two raters so
as to do a comparison between manual and automatic
classification.
4. DEVELOPMENT
4.1. Text extraction stage
Texts for this study were obtained from the catalog of school
texts provided free of charge by the Chilean Ministry of
Education to students and teachers of all public and publiclysubsidized schools in Chile. In particular, texts were extracted
from the 1st year to 8th year Language and Communication
textbooks published by Editorial Santillana. These texts are
categorized into 15 literary forms: Story, Reading, Poem,
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Dramatic work, Fable, Legend, Myth, Article, Novel fragment,
Interview, News report, News item, Biography and Other. We
generated a corpus of 525 documents, 18176 paragraphs and
137516 words.
4.2. Text preprocessing stage
In this phase, texts were cleaned and prepared for the
classification phase, so as to improve the classifier´s performance
and speed up the classification process, thus aiding the affect
analysis process. This phase includes several transformation
stages: online text cleaning, white space removal, abbreviation
expansion, stopwords removal and stemming. Finally, the
preprocessed text undergoes a filtering stage, during which
several pattern selection functions are applied [13].
Text cleaning involved removing any characters no
considered useful for this study (stopwords, white space, special
characters, etc.). The unit of analysis chosen for this work is the
paragraph. Thus, periods were not removed as they act as
paragraph separators. Both lexicon words and text words were
stemmed prior to the matching phase. The Apache Lucene1 4.9.1
API was used, which includes the following modules:
a. StopAnalyzer: This analyzer is used to remove articles,
pronouns, conjunctions, etc., as they are considered
irrelevant for the purposes of this study.
b. WhitespaceAnalyzer: This analyzer is used to remove extra
whitespace, yielding a text free of extra whitespace and
concatenated words.
c. SimpleAnalyzer: This analyzer is used to transform all text
to lowercase and to eliminate all punctuation marks, yielding
a text that is case consistent.
d. SnowballAnalyzer: This analyzer is used to stem both the
text words and the lexicon using the Snowball algorithm.
R-Project package version 3.0.1 was used in the final
preprocessing stage was done using, in particular its RCurl, Rjson
1

https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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and TM packages were utilized for corpus generation and
preprocessing. Likewise, the Rcpp, RColorBrewer andWordcloud
R-Project packages were used to generate frequency diagrams and
word clouds. Based on Hassan-Montero's work [14], we chose to
use tagcloud visualization techniques to represent the most
frequently occurring words in the texts.
An emotion dictionary based on WordNetAffect was used as
the lexical resource [15]. As this dictionary was available only in
English, it was translated into Spanish by an expert. This
resource was built by selecting a subset of synsets suitable for
representing affective concepts; additional information was also
added to the affective synsets without defining new ones. We
kept the structure of the original lexicon, thus generating a set of
infrequently used words in Spanish for doing affective analysis.
This dictionary includes a total of 1523 words (nouns, adjectives
and verbs) organized into 6 emotion classes: anger, disgust, fear,
sadness, joy and surprise. Additionally, some synonyms were
added to expand the knowledge base. Table 1 shows that, after
the preprocessing stage the corpus was reduced in size from
799033 words to only 137516 words.
Table 1. Number of words per literary form
Literary form
Story
Reading
Poem
Dramatic work
Legend
Myth
Novel fragment
Article
Biography
Song
News report
Interview
News
Fable
Others
Total

Including
stopwords
147720
396126
56811
39103
26740
25653
14327
39302
5721
1633
10096
17061
4503
3545
10692
799033

Not including
stopwords
24737
62641
9637
6536
4339
4183
2424
5717
860
891
1546
5996
1171
1735
5103
137516

Percentage of
total
18%
46%
7%
5%
3%
3%
2%
4%
1%
1%
1%
4%
1%
1%
4%
100%
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The “Other” category includes texts that cannot be categorized as
belonging to any other literary form.
4.3. Text analysis stage (density of affective words)
For this phase, we wrote a Java script to calculate the Emotion
Word Density [8], which represents the relative percentage of a
word over the universe of emotion words analyzed, as shown in
Equation 1. Through this parameter, we can determine the
frequency of emotions present in each literary form.
(1)

where F(e1, t1) is the relative frequency of affect word e1, given
that e1 ∈t1 ∧ e1 ∈ lexical resource R1, e1 ∈ t1, count (e1 t1) is the
occurrence of e1 in text t1 y N1 the total volume of affect words
found in text t1. According to Mohammad [8], this analysis
strategy might not be always trustworthy to determine if a given
phrase is expressing a certain emotion, but can be used to
determine whether a particular section of text has more
expressions of emotion than other sections. As mentioned before,
the school texts under study are categorized into 15 literary
forms, ranging from narrative texts to argumentative texts,
including descriptive texts and dialogues.
5. RESULTS
Figures 2 and 3 present the main results of the text analysis phase
(automatic labeled). From Figure 2, it can be seen that the
predominant emotion is joy (58%), followed by sadness (16%)
and fear (12%). Also, Figure 3 shows that the six basic emotions
are present in most literary forms with a uniform relative density
except for the case of songs, where all emotions except anger are
present. However, their absolute densities are very different, with
the longer literary forms such as stories or reading having higher
emotion word densities.
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Figure 2. Emotion density for the corpus

Figure 3. Emotion relative density for each literary form
As an example, we present detailed results for an instance of the
Fable literary form: the 2nd year school text “The rainbow fish” in
its Spanish translation. Figure 4 shows relative emotion densities
as well as its corresponding tag cloud generated using the affect
lexicon.
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Figure 4. Results for “El pez arcoiris”, a text
categorized in the Fable literary form
In a further analysis phase, the 15 literary forms were clustered
according to their size in words to aid the subsequent expert
evaluation. Two homogeneous clusters were defined, comprising
54% and 46% of the words in the corpus, respectively. These
clusters, as well as the literary forms and their respective sizes,
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Clustering of the literary forms
Literary form

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Story
Poem
Dramatic work
Legend
Myth
Article
Novel fragment
Fable
News item
Biography
News report
Interview
Song
Other
Subtotal
Reading
Subtotal
Total

Number of
documents
55
137
11
21
16
28
5
24
5
7
3
5
17
28
362
163
163
525

Number of
words
24737
9637
6536
4339
4193
39302
2424
1735
1171
5721
1546
5996
891
5103
74875
62641
62641
137516

Number of
paragraphs
3435
1321
909
333
322
914
333
13
105
133
235
461
58
392
8964
9212
9212
18176
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Figure 5 presents relative emotion density results per cluster,
where it can be seen that all six emotions are present in both
clusters with uniform relative densities.

Figure 5. Relative emotion density for each literary form cluster
6. EVALUATION STAGE
The results of automatic classification were validated by
gathering opinions and value judgments from experts in the field.
To this end, it created 24 different surveys including 11 different
paragraphs, for a total sample of 264 paragraphs. Each survey
was designed so as to determine the emotional intensity of each
paragraph regarding each of the six basic emotion classes.
Assessment was done using the “Self-Assessment Manikin”
(SAM) scale, containing nine categories ranging from least
intense to very intense.
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Figure 6. Example survey used to
evaluate a text’s emotional intensity
As shown in Figure 6, for each emotion class, the expert must
mark the emotional intensity felt for the given text. Stratified
proportional sampling was used to calculate the number of
paragraphs to include in each survey category in accordance to
population characteristics. Each kind of survey included
paragraph samples from both clusters (48% of paragraphs from
cluster 1 and 52% of paragraphs from cluster 2). Each one of the
24 kinds of surveys was answered by two experts. Given the
complexity of the evaluation instrument, no inter-agreement
analysis was performed at this research stage. Each expert
evaluated all six emotion classes, some emotion classes share the
polarity or generate similar emotions, additionally, the surveys
included a 1 to 9 intensity scale. These characteristics also make
the probability of concordance be very low.
The WordNetAffect graph structure classifies emotions using
four different polarity levels: positive emotion, negative emotion,
neutral emotion and ambiguous emotion. In this study we
consider only two polarities: joy and surprise are considered
positive emotions, while anger, disgust, sadness and fear are
considered negative emotions.
We also take the following four premises into account:
Premise 1: We consider the survey results to be the truth.
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Premise 2: If the survey and the automatic classifier match the
emotion, we consider it a True Positive (TP) or True Negative
(TN), correspondingly.
Premise 3: If the survey and the automatic classifier do not
match the emotion but match the polarity, we also consider it a
TP or TN, correspondingly.
Premise 4: If the survey and the automatic classifier do not
match neither the emotion nor the polarity, we consider it a FP or
FN, correspondingly.
Then, we discarded all cases for which the automatic classifier
did not detect any emotions, and those cases for which automatic
classification was ambiguous (same number of occurrences for 2
or more emotion classes).
Finally, we construct the analysis matrix for the 6 basic
emotion classes shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Analysis matrix for the 6 emotion classes
NEGATIVE
Automatic
classifier

POSITIVE

angry

fear

disgust

sadness

surprise

joy

TN
TN
TN
TN
FN
FN

TN
TN
TN
TN
FN
FN

TN
TN
TN
TN
FN
FN

TN
TN
TN
TN
FN
FN

FP
FP
FP
FP
TP
TP

FP
FP
FP
FP
TP
TP

Manual
classifier
angry
fear
disgust
sadness
surprise
joy

The performance of the automatic classifier can be studied by
calculating the metrics described in equations (2) to (6). These
metrics differ from the classic information retrieval metrics:
whereas the classic metrics are calculated using all retrieved and
relevant documents into account, these modified metrics consider
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only a representative sample of the paragraphs, classified
according to their literary form.
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Metrics results for the automatic emotion classifier are presented
in Table 5.
Table 5. Metrics results
Metric
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Fall-out (FRP)

Value
0,63190184
0,69105691
0,79439252
0,93043478
0,67857142

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparisons between the automatic classifier’s and survey
results show an overall above-average conformity to the correct
values (accuracy = 63%), above-average predictive capacity
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(precision = 69%) and good classifier sensitivity (recall = 80%
and f-measure = 93%). The True Positive rate was 80%, while
the True Negative rate was only 32%. This indicates that the
automatic classifier has an acceptable prediction rate for the
detection of positive emotions (recall = 80%), but fails to predict
negative emotions (VPR = 32%), thus giving a high false alarm
rate (FPR = 68%). This in turn may be explained by the high
number of negative sentences in the texts, such as “I will never
be happy again”, “The children were unable to show their love,”
etc. It must also be noted that the percentage of positive emotions
is always higher than the percentage of negative emotions for all
literary forms except songs, which can be considered as having
neutral polarity. Finally, we must remark on the fact that of the
137516 words in the corpus, only 8250 of them were emotionrelated, of which only 1821 were unique words.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study shows that the predominant emotion in Chilean school
texts is happiness (68%). Whether intended or not, this was the
expected result. Less expected was that the second and third most
common emotions are sadness (16%) and fear (12%). The
current lexicon's restrictions notwithstanding, we can state that is
possible to predict emotion in Spanish texts using lexicon-based
affect analysis techniques. However, the classifier's regular
predictive capacity and conformity with the true values may be
explained by considering that only 6% of the words in the
Spanish-language texts belong to an emotion class. Also, the
lexicon used in this work was created for the English language
and it may well be that its translation into Spanish did not always
capture correctly every phrase sense. One of the lessons learned
through this work is that the construction of a lexicon for affect
analysis in Spanish requires, rather than a translation, an
interpretation of the relevant phrases and their synonyms so as to
represent their real sense and their real usage in the target
language. Likewise, we did not consider colloquial Chilean
expressions in this work. In this regard, this work is only the first
step in our research, and we are working on including negative
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sentence handling and the use of amplifiers and simplifiers. We
also will work on local ironies, so as to better understand
phenomena related to subjectivity. Finally, given that many
primary school level texts are usually short in length and use a
limited vocabulary (only 8250 of the 137516 words can be found
in the affective lexicon resource used), these results validate our
approach and encourage us to pursue further research in this area.
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